( COMEDY )

EXT. AERODROM LOS ANGELES (LAX) 11:45 NIGHT.

Complete darkness. The plane is heard in the distance ... the noise
is intensifying ... the deafening noise of aviation engines ...
The Boeing 757 aircraft on the Los Angeles - New York line will
depart. Infinite lights of Los Angeles ...

INT. AVION BOEING 757 NIGHT

Almost empty plane. Al is traveling alone. He is a middle-aged man.
He has an expensive black suit, a white shirt and a tie. He
moves elegantly.
A

young,

attractive

attendant

approaches Al.

STEWARDESS
Do you want coffee or tea?

serves

a

refreshing

drink.

She

AL
Coffee please.

STEWARDESS
Sugar, milk?

AL
Yes please.

The stewardess pours coffee in the glass on the serving tray with the
other hand and gives Al a smile.

STEWARDESS
Here you are.

AL
Thank you.

Brandon is sitting in 2 rows behind Al. Young athletic man. Dressed
as a sportsman. Frances, a very nice brunette, leans on him.

Kevin sits on the other side of the passage beside Brandon. He is a
man

of

the

best

years.

Dressed

in

a

cheap

gray

suit.

I'm

traveling alone. He talks to Brandon.

KEVIN
(proudly states)
... I never paid for it
one sentence for improper
parking and I did not add
"I wish you a pleasant day".
Good behavior is at first
place ...

Brandon confidingly approves such behavior by nodding his head. At
that moment Al passes by them. Kevin's eyes narrowed slightly
from surprise.

KEVIN
(says to Brandon confidentially
covering his mouth)
This is Al ...
(Highlights)
He is a mobster ..
Brandon nodded still indifferent..

John is sitting in two rows behind Kevin. He is in the late fifties.
Extremely subtly dressed. Armani. Rolex. He talks to Diane, an
attractive blonde half a dozen younger than he.

JOHN
... everything will look completely
different. We will reduce
CO2 emissions by 80% and it will
stop globally

warming up ... It's going to be over again
to be able to breathe and not to speak
about ozone holes ...

Behind him sits Jack. Looks like he would say he is a pensioner. He
has a crumple brown suit.

Jack heard what John said and that caused him a revolt.

JACK
You politicians are the greatest
liars. This world would
be much better if there were
none of you ...

His wife Kathy sits next to him and gives him a sign to silence.

But

the

wick

is

on.

Though

John

is

congratulate him, his ego is wounded.

restrained

and

tries

to

JOHN
I have done a lot of good…

JACK
(cannot stay silent and provokes)
You can think whatever you like..

Now John slowly loses his nerves and responds feverishly.

JOHN
I'm the one who has shrunk the
crime in Washington!

(adds more passion)
I'm the one who brought
help in New Orleans

after Katrine !!

(she's already talking about it now
in the style of Adolf Hitler)
I'm the one who said
Bush should not leave Iraq
before the victory !!! It's me
who is ...

DIANE
(slightly interrupting)
John, what are you doing?

JOHN
...And?

John gets ready. She nods her head.

JACK
(Decreasing)
What do you ...

Kathy catches Jack with his sleeve and breaks it with his finger in
his mouth.

JACK
(Now addressing to Kathy)
What do you silence me?
Are we fighting for that?
This is a free country!

KATHY
(it calms him)
You do not know this man.

JACK
They're all the same! Before
The election they promise everything.. and later
They just think of themselves...

Jack continued to deny to himself by muttering himself in his chin.
Behind

them

sits

growth,

a

cheerful

chubby.

He

couple

talks to his wife, Bette, who reads the

journal.

DANNY
... it should be bought for
sleeping room.

BETTE
Slowly, we need first to
consult S & F, let's see
what do they think ...

in mature years. Danny's low

(continues reading the newspaper)

DANNY
I cannot wait to arrive
home...

The camera goes to the pilot cabin. There was a pilot and a cop. Both
look younger. They routinely do their job ...

PILOT

Delta 704 calls control
flight to New York.
Delta 704 calls control
flight to New York.

LETTER CONTROL
Delta 704, here's the control
flight to New York.

PILOT
Delta 704 asks for permission to
landing at the airport
Kennedy.

LETTER CONTROL
Roger that. OK Delta 704.
We'll put you in. Extend
the same corridor.

PILOT
Delta 704 received a message.
Roger.

CO-PILOT
(says the pilot)

We have a great time for
landing...

In the air, the noise of the engine noise. Over the news it is heard
that the weather in New York is bright, the temperature is 25
degrees Celsius. ODORED ABSOLUTE ROCK AND MRAK. It takes about
10 seconds so that the viewers of the movie are upset. After
about a decade, everything suddenly returns as it was. Only now
is the day and not the night anymore. Passengers are confused.
They feel that some changes have taken place but they do not
know what it is. Comments are heard ...

KATHY
(looking at Jack)
What would this be?

JACK
Even the airline companies are not
What they used to be ...

FRANCES
says scared to Brandon)
Something very weird
happened...

BRANDON
(looks back)
Everything looks okay ..

Pilot

aircraft

also

does

not

understand

what

happened.

There

is

daylight outside. It looks at the command board. Check out the
commands. It all seems normal. He looked at the copilot with a
questionable look. Copilot shrugs ...

PILOT
Was not a night a moment ago?

CO-PILOT

It was...

PILOT
And now it is no longer ..

CO-PILOT
No ...

PILOT
So it seems to me ...
He is trying again to establish a connection with flight control.

PILOT
Delta 704 calls control
flight to New York.
Delta 704 calls control
flight to New York.

The radio device writes, pucks, but has no answer. Pilot tries again
...

PILOT
Delta 704 calls control
flight to New York. Do we
hear? Roger.

LETTER CONTROL
a strong foreign accent
responds)
Over there Kondor! Over there Kondor!
No more Roger ...

PILOT
(astonished but continues)
Roger that. Here is Delta 704.
I lost contact with New
York. Can you

help?
LETTER CONTROL
There is no Roger here. It's here
Condor. Thirty miles
in front of you
Airport Heaven. I advise
landing because later is
Hell.

Pilot

looked

at

the

copilot

slipping the shoulders.

PILOT

Roger that. Flight control,
where is the John
Kennedy airport ?

LETTER CONTROL

surprised.

The

bastard

responds

by

Hey, next to Kondor. No more
John. I suggest landing
because hell is after us.

PILOT
Roger that. Let's go.

The

plane

crashes

high

karst

mountains.

There

were

beautiful

mountainous lakes, forests and meadows. It goes down to the
blue sea. Frances looks through the window of the plane.

FRANCES
(tells Brandon)
See what's nice here.

BRANDON
(overflowing)
It's nice but it does not look like
New York to me... ... does not look like

America too ...

The captain addresses the travelers through the phrase: "It seems we
have

minor

technical

difficulties.

We

will

land

at

the

auxiliary airport. The flight to New York plans to resume soon.
"The

stewardess

continues:"

Please

tie

up

your

belts

and

straighten the seat backrests ... "

Passengers look at each other's reactions ...

EXT. AIRPORT DAY

Flights Boeing 757 go downhill. The main building is small. There is
a

tab

"Heaven"

on

it.

It

looks

like

it's

not

a

traffic

aerodrome. Light, purity and beauty of nature is everywhere.

At the airport, the trumpet orchestra plays "Imagine" by John Lennon.
Passengers leave the plane.

BETTE

(frowning)
What kind of music is this?

JACK
As soon as I sat on the plane, I knew
It is going to be a problem ...

FRANCES
So where are we?

They are met by the middle-aged couple Mickey and Miriam. Friendly
and smiling ...

Everything

is

a

practically

former

functionator,

exemplary

sports suit. He's fine.

man.

He

was

seducer,
dressed

fraudster.
in

a

Now

a

light linen

Miriama is a little younger than Mickey. It can be said that she is a
pretty looking woman.

She has a flamboyant turquoise dress

that highlights her sleek line.

MIKCKEY
Welcome, I am Mickey and
this is my wife
Miriam. We wish you a comfortable
stay...

The passengers are loudly protesting.

